Johan Jeras (1977)
Sports or music? That was the choice.  In childhood the balance tipped towards the "sportside". In the early nineties, when guitar bands were booming and grunge was an affordable way of being cool, - especially if there wasn't enough money for the right clothing brands -playing in a band became too romantic to resist .
By that time the career in sports had gone downhill. Playing in a band - that's what mattered. And that's what happened - though one band had more success than the other. Brought out a copple of albums, Did some touring, won a few awards and appeared in different kind of media .  Does former 3FM-serious talent-band Void of Air ring a bell?  Ever heard of the Silver Dove Award winning Dutch language band 'Het VreemdelingenCollectief'?
If not, you were not in our scene, ha, ha. Although I am proud of what we have made and there was certainly appreciation for what we did, we have never been known by what is called; 'the general public'. Apparently we were a textbook example of a niche...
For now it's time to say goodbye to the 'band-life' and its romance. Stripped from al the noise a band can make there still is a melody to be found. It speaks clear. It's vulnerable but it hits. In the silence the notes draw attention and the song becomes vivid. 
If I wanted to get to the point of actually being able to play 'in all nakedness' without a band, I had to make serious efforts. Suddenly every note I touched became crucial. New techniques and patterns had to be trained until I mastered it. At this moment I believe the  time is right  for the next step:
Sharing the work with the world around me.
________________________________________________________________________
Charles Wesley (1707- 1788) 
 Legendary 18th-century hymn writer of whom is said, - "He Thought in poems, prayed in poems, sang in poems, preached in poems, lived and died in poems. - "
Witnessing the total of almost 9,000 published and unpublished works, this comment cannot be seen as exaggerated.
Charles is mentioned in the biography of J.R. Tyson the soundtrack-writer of the 'Great Awakening'.
Like more artistically gifted people, Charles was subject to greater extremes of emotions then usual.  This could be considerd a burden but it's fertile soil for poem writing. 
In the shadow of his much more famous and better organised brother, John Wesley, he stood at the cradle of 'The Methodistic Church'.  Millions would follow them in this, including key figures in social terms such as: William Wilberforce, William Booth and more recently Nelson Mandela.
Charles saw God in everything and everyone. In this way, everything and everyone could be the subject of hymn or 'sacred poem'.
For Charles, everything was spiritual. Until his last breath, anything could become a hymn or a poem.
As he lay dying in March, 1788, quite worn out, he dictated these lines to his to his wife Sarah Gwynne:
"In age and feebleness extreme,
Who shall a helpless worm reason?
Jesus, my only hope Thou art,
Strength of my failing flesh and heart,
Oh, I could catch a smile from Thee
And drop into eternity! "
___________________________________________________________________________
Why? Who? How? & What?
I was introduced to the work and life of Charles Wesley through a local church where I belong to. Reading about his character, the extremes of emotions, somewhat out of balance, but always passionate, I felt somehow related....  
When the time was right for a new artistic, spiritual and musical adventure it was Charles, his work and his story that got me diving into where I am now.                             
I envy people who can make art just for the love of art. I can't help being incurable religious and desiring to include this into my works. It somehow feels incomplete or even empty if I wouldn't. If there hasn't been any amount of faith through the years I wouldn't even be a singer/songwriter in the first place. So let's give 'It' a name and there is my greatest inspirer: God. 
Certainly, I do also have sources of earthly inspiration. Always a little tricky to name a few. There are so many people who made such beatiful music, wrote such beautiful poems or stories, crafted such beautiful art in all kinds of forms or are just indescrebably inspiring of themselves. Some of them are celebrities, others aren't , but perhaps should be.
As you would listen to the songs you could hear: folk, classical music, hymns, indie singer/songwriter or a beautiful Dutch term (I've no clue what the English word might be) called 'Fluisterpop'.
 Expect music in the line of illustrious  singer/songwriters such as Sufjan Stevens, Over the Rhine and Ben Howard.
Call it what you want to call it, compare it to whoever you want, I sincerely hope you caught up in it and feel the breeze I felt during making these songs...


